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         Emperial CMYE-IRK Republic for the         The Muur-Moor 48-Star of peace, full faith     Imperial Mu'urish Yamaxi Consular Court        Absolute Royal Sovereign-Emperor's  
             Country of United -states national Flag:            and sovereign gold-credit Great Flag:     for the Emperial CMYE-IRK Republic Great Flag:         Emperial & Imperial Royal Flag: 

 
The Emperial Royal House of Tunica-Thunder Fire and The Imperial Royal House of Sampson El-Sambhu Re herewith Ordained by Decree & Declared Active and in 'Force 

the Imperial Royal Office for His-Emperial-Majesty~effective date 31 August 2023/Notice of Appointment (Amendment) "retroactive~ to~1 August 2023~to~1 July 
2023~to~28 June 2023", and the Emperial CMYE-IRK Republic for the Country of United -states~effective date 28 June 2023 "retroactive~to~effective date 8 January 2023 
(Emperial & Imperial-Royal Diplomatic Decree)~to~effective date 21 June 2022 (Royal Public Notice and Royal Press Release to the World)~to~effective date 18 March 2022 

(Emperial-Motu Proprio/Official Royal Decree-Public Notice to the World)" in harmony with the be it Decreed-Equity Contracts:  Emperor's Directive-0004Za/Emperial 
Constitution for the Imperial Royal Kingdom (ECIRK)~via~Emperor's Directive-0004Z~effective dates 4 April 2014~per~3 April 2013/Imperial Constitution of the 

Continental Mu'urish Yamaxi Empire (ICCMYE):~to~Emperor's Directive-0003Z:  Notification of Diplomatic Arrival, Notice of Apostille and Official-Act of State~effective 
date 9 April 2009~to~Emperor's Directive-0001 (CMYE, uSA/USA):~effective date 18 July 2007~to~effective date 4 March 2004/Claim-of-Life (CL)~to~effective date  

11 February 2004-United States of America State Department (minor)-Apostille Verification Numbers:  04010010~and~04010010-1:~to~The aegis of the Treaty of Bern  
and Constitution of the Universal Postal Union~effective date 30 September 2003 "retroactive~to~9 October 1874":~to~effective date 20 June 2003-The State of Georgia 

(major)-Apostille Verification Number:  5604B, USA:~to~effective date 13 June 2003 (Yamassee Muur nationality):~to~effective date 9 May 2003 (Washitaw Muur 
nationality):  pursuant to 'Sovereign State' The Yamassee Native American Government via Mt. 'Arafat Embassy-UN:  208-1992, uSA/USA~effective date 19 June 2003: 

~in harmony with~the 'Sovereign State' United Washitaw de Dugdamoundyah-UN:  215-1993, uSA/USA~effective date 20 March 2003:~to~effective date 28 January 
1837/treaty of September 16, 1836:~pursuant to~The Constitution for the united States of America, uSA~effective date 17 September 1787:~to~Treaty of Peace and 
Friendship~effective date 18 July 1787 "retroactive~to~23 June 1786":~to~Treaties of Utrecht~effective year 1713:~to~the Beginning of Recorded History/Our-story  

as Recorded in the Stones at Uaxashaktun-Uaxactun just off the Yucatan Peninsula~and~into the future in perpetuity ad Infinitum; Droit-Droit, eesh: ☺ 

▲nunc pro tunc-nunc pro tunc- ▲ 

 
Emperial CMYE-IRK Republic for the Country of United -states 

 

         presents 
 

 The Imperial Royal Office for His-Emperial-Majesty 
 
 

        in harmony with 
 

  The Emperial Missions for the Imperial CMYE supreme Court  

  and the Imperial Judiciary Administration: 

 
The Emperial Missions for the Imperial CMYE supreme Court and the Imperial Judiciary 

Administration revolves around upholding the Rule of Law, interpreting and applying the 

Emperial & Imperial Constitution of and for the Emperial CMYE-IRK Republic for the Country 

of United -states, ensuring justice and safeguarding NAMA national Rights. The Imperial 

CMYE supreme Court Emperial Mission and the Imperial Judiciary Administration Mission 

henceforward the ICMYEsCE Mission and IJA Mission in alliance with the Federal Judiciary 

Administration for the United States (FJAUS), International Criminal Court (ICC) and the 

International Criminal Court of Justice (ICCJ), shall be dedicated to upholding the principles 

of Justice, Fairness and the Rule of Law within our Sovereign borders.  

 
The ICMYEsCE Mission is to ensure the impartial and efficient administration of justice, 

safeguarding the rights and freedoms of NAMAs and fostering a harmonious society. The 

Imperial CMYE supreme Court (ICMYEsC) and Imperial Judiciary Administration (IJA) is/are 

committed to promoting a lawful, legal & administration world system rooted in integrity, 

transparency and accountability. Through continuous innovation and collaboration, NAMA 

nationals strive to enhance the legal framework of our Sovereign Republic, aligning it with 

international standards and best practices. The ICMYEsC objective is to provide accessible, 

timely and equitable justice for All, irrespective of social status, ethnicity or creed. 

 

The ICMYEsCE Mission extends beyond borders as we actively engage with the international 

lawful and legal community, contributing expertise and insights to the global discourse on 

justice, human rights and Sovereign governance. By fostering strong ties with the FJAUS, ICC, 

ICCJ and other Sovereign Republic Nations, we aim to create a World where the principles of 

justice and fairness prevail, enriching the lives of all NAMA nationals of the Emperial CMYE-

IRK Republic and all World-Citizens by contributing to the progress of humanity. 

 

The ICMYEsC is the only Officially Constitutional Decreed-Imperial supreme Court on Earth, 

and embodies the ECMYE-IRKR lawful system & Emperial Constitution, henceforth by, i.e.: 
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1. Interpreting the Emperial Constitution for the Imperial Royal Kingdom (ECIRK). 

One of the primary responsibilities for the ICMYEsC is to interpret the Emperial 
CMYE-IRK Republic's Emperial Constitution. The Emperial & Imperial justices 
analyze lawful and legal disputes in light of Emperial & Imperial Constitutional 
principles, ensuring that the Imperial Laws and Emperial & Imperial Government 
actions comply with the fundamental Imperial Laws of the land. 

2. The ICMYEsC & IJA plays a vital role in ensuring that all individuals, regardless of 
their status, are treated equally under the law. The ICMYEsC & IJA safeguards the 
Rule of Law by making fair and impartial decisions, setting legal precedents and 
promoting consistency in the legal system. 

3. The ICMYEsC & IJA is responsible for administering justice in a fair, timely, and 
unbiased manner. The ICMYEsC & IJA hears appeals on significant legal issues, 
resolves conflicts between lower courts, and ensures that justice is served for 
both criminal and civil matters. 

4. The ICMYEsC & IJA protects the fundamental rights and liberties of NAMAs and 
World-Citizens. The ICMYEsC & IJA safeguards freedom of speech, religion and 
other Constitutional Rights, ensuring that the Emperial & Imperial Government 
actions do not infringe upon these rights unjustly. 

5. The ICMYEsC & IJA serves as a check on the Delegated Authority powers of the 
Executive and Legislative branches of the Emperial & Imperial Government. The 
ICMYEsC & IJA reviews the Constitutionality of Laws, Regulations and Policies, 
ensuring that they align with the principles established in the ECIRK 1. 

6. By issuing well-reasoned and consistent judgments, the ICMYEsC & IJA provides 
lawful & legal certainty and stability. This helps guide the lower courts, lawyers, 
NAMAs and World-Citizens in understanding the Law and its implications. 

7. The Emperial CMYE-IRK Republic for the Country of United -states (ECMYE-IRKR) 
shall uphold a strong Emperial & Imperial judiciary by ensuring transparent and 
accountable proceedings that fosters public trust in the ECMYE-IRKR lawful and 
legal system. The ICMYEsC & IJA trustworthiness enhances the overall credibility 
of the ECMYE-IRKR judicial system in the global community. 

8. The ICMYEsC & IJA must adapt to societal changes and evolving values while 
adhering to the fundamental principles of the ECIRK. The ICMYEsC & IJA shall 
address emerging lawful and legal issues and challenges, ensuring that the law 
remains relevant and just in the face of societal developments. 

 

The IJA Mission pursuant to the ICMYEsC in partnership with the FJAUS, ICC and ICCJ, aims to 

strengthen bilateral cooperation in lawful & legal matters, exchange expertise, and facilitate 

mutual understanding between our judicial systems. The IJA seek to foster educational and 

cultural exchanges to broaden perspectives and enhance the professionalism of our lawful & 

legal practitioners. By embracing the shared values of egalitarianism and the protection of 

fundamental rights, the IJA endeavor to build a resilient legal infrastructure that serves as 

the bedrock of our progressive society. The IJA is dedicated to promoting peace and stability 

in collaboration with the FJAUS, ICC & ICCJ. The IJA works tirelessly to address transnational 

challenges, combatting organized crime, corruption, and terrorism. Through joint efforts, 

the IJA strives to create a secure environment that encourages economic growth, social 

development, and international investment. The IJA & ICMYEsC is an independent, national, 

international and universal judiciary, providing fair and impartial justice within the ECMYE-

IRKR jurisdiction conferred by the Imperial Royal Office for His-Emperial-Majesty (IROHEM) 

and the ECIRK. As an Autonomous Branch of the ECMYE-IRKR, the IJA & ICMYEsC judiciary 

preserves and enhances its core values as the Courts meet changing national and local needs. 
 

The ICMYEsCE Mission & IJA Mission exists also, to Implement the Restoration of the Imperial 
Mu'urish Yamaxi Consular Court  "13th Territorial 'District' Court", for the ECMYE-IRKR~ 

effective date 26 September 2012 'retroactive~to~27 August 2012'; and performs in harmony 
with the criteria Declared by:  The Constitution for the united States of America~effective date 
17 September 1787/Article III~to~effective date 4 July 1776, per the treaty of September 16, 
1836~effective date 28 January 1837, pursuant to the accompanying obligations, good faith 
performance, and treaties for uSA, and into the future in perpetuity ad inifinitum, Droit! ☺ 

 
1 The Emperial Royal House of Tunica-Thunder Fire, The Imperial Royal House of Sampson El-Sambhu Re and the Imperial Royal Office for His-Emperial-
Majesty operates on the original sovereign jurisdiction of the Oldest Independent Autonomous-Autochthon Nation on Earth via the De Jure/ECMYE-IRKR, 
and supersedes all foreign states, the United States, the United Nations & United Nations Security Council, World Governments, Sovereign States, and De 
Facto Governments jurisdiction; Droit-Droit, eesh: ☺ 


